Abstract
Introduction
In this paper we solve the decision problem for simply typed lambda calculus with categorical coproduct (strong disjoint sum) types. While this calculus is both natural and simple, the decision problem is a long-standing thorny issue in the subject. Our solution is based on normalization by evaluation (NBE) (also called "reduction-free normalisation") introduced by Martin-Lof [ML75] for weak typed lambda calculus, and by Berger and Schwichtenberg [SS911 for typed lambda calculus with /3.r)-conversion. The technique has been further refined by the authors and coworkers using category-theoretic methods [CD97, AHS95, CDS971. It has also been extended to other systems, such as System F [AHS96] . As shown by Berger, Eberl, Schwichtenberg, and Danvy [BES98, Da961, NBE techniques yield fast normalization algorithms, with applications in interactive proof systems [BBSSZ98] and type-directed partial evaluation [Da96, Da98, FilOl] .
Here we show how to considerably extend the NBE M and effectively "inverting" the evaluation of lambda terms in M and thereby extracting certain unique syntactic normal forms, from which a decision procedure easily follows (we outline the proof below). The proof uses no rewriting theory. Typed lambda calculi with (strong) sum types arise very naturaliy:
In programming language theory, coproducts model variant and enumerative types. The added categorical equation for coproducts corresponds to a kind of uniqueness for pattern nzatchitig or C a s e construction [AC98, Mit96, GLT891. In proof theory, under the Curry-Howard Isomorphism, terms correspond to natural deduction proofs in intuitionistic propositional {A, V, =+, T } logic. One then considers terms (proofs) modulo certain equations, which guarantee, for example, that the formula A V B acts as a coproduct type (with copairing), as well as including the theory of commutative conversions (cf [GLT89] , pp 80-8 I). In category theoretic terminology, such lambda theories correspond exactly to alniost bicrirtesian closed categories, that is, Cartesian closed categories with nonempty finite coproducts (generated by a set of atomic types) [LS86] . As proved by Dougherty and Subrahmanyam [DS95] , a Friedman completeness theorem in Set holds for Cartesian closed categories with binary coproducts. Therefore, the equality we decide is the natural extensional equality on proofs in intuitionistic propositional logic and on terms of the typed lambda calculus with sums.
Much of traditional lambda calculus theory carries through unscathed when we add products (and even weak categorical data types) to the simply typed case. Unfortunately, the addition of coproducts is considerably more subtle. The difficulties with adding coproducts are detailed in [Do93, DS951: for example, the analog of Statman's l-Section theorem fails in the presence of coproducts, confluence (of various standard rewriting presentations) fails, and the proof of Friedman's completeness theorem for the case of coproducts uses difficult and involved syntactical arguments [DS95] .
A decision procedure for Cartesian closed categories with binary coproducts has been presented in Ghani's thesis [Gh95a] (see [Gh95b] for a summary) although the proof involves intricate rewriting techniques whose details are daunting. Our method described here is quite different and we believe conceptually simpler.
An algorithm for type-directed partial evaluation for a call-by-value typed lambda calculus with sums has been given by Danvy [Da96, Da98] and Filinski [FilOI] . This algorithm uses continuations and is therefore also quite different from ours. In particular, it does not decide equality in Cartesian closed categories with binary coproducts.
Like Ghani and Dougherty and Subrahmamyam, we only consider the case of finite non-empry coproducts, that is, an initial object (empty type) is not part of the structure. We conjecture that the present approach can be extended to full bicartesian closed categories including initial objects. However, this complicates the structure of our normal forms, and we have not yet completely checked that all properties hold for the extended language.
Outline of Proof
Let E be a lambda theory. Our aim is to decide if that is, if two possibly open terms e l and ea of type .-I are equal wrt &, where r is a type environment . We associate with each term e a riornialforrn nf(e). In this paper, these normal forms are not themselves terms, but there is a function d mapping normal forms to terms in such a way that the following two properties hold (cf. [CD97, CDS971):
This implies that r FE el = e2 if and only if nf(el) = n f ( e 2 ) , so that comparing normal forms will yield a decision procedure for E.
When E = the typed lambda calculus with Pqconversion, the authors and coworkers showed in [AHS95, CDS971 how to obtain a function nf by inverting the presheaf interpretation of E . hence NF2 follows and NF1 is proved by induction on e , using for example logical relations.
How do we obtain a function nf when we add strong sums to E? The problem is that although the category of presheaves has coproducts, a difficulty arises when we try to invert the interpretation of coproducts. The maps q and U are defined by induction on types, so in particular we need to define uAo+'1 in terms of uAo and uA1. But coproducts in presheaves are calculated pointwise; so, for example, how do we define u A o f A 1 (s) E + [Allr for a neutral term 1 ' t-s : A. + AI?
Since variables are neutral terms, we must in particular define uAofA1 (x), but there is no sensible way to decide whether this should be in the first or the second disjunct.
As we shall show, the solution of this problem is to introduce an appropriate Grothendieck topology and consider the sheaves for that topology. This will give us a way to "amalgamate" the contributions of u. 'O and u~'l in the definition of
Plan of the paper
In Section 2 we formally define the typed lambda calculus with strong sums and show how it yields a free cartcsian closed category with binary coproducts. In Section 3 we introduce our normal forms, and the auxiliary notions of pure normal forms and neutral terms. The main idea is to introduce a parallel case statement, and impose variable conditions and a condition of redundancyfreeness to obtain uniqueness of normal forms. In Scction 4 we introduce the category of constrained environments. where objects are environments (type assigments) equipped with equational constraints. This will scrve as the underlying category of our Grothendieck topology which is defined in Section 5. There we also introduce the category of sheaves for this topology and its bicartesian closed structure. This yields a canonical interpretation of the syntax in the category of sheaves and in Section 6 we show how to invert this interpretation and obtain normal forms.
Syntax
We follow the treatment of sums in natural deduction, as in [GLT89, pp SO-SI]. For ease of presentation, we restrict ourselves to one base type. A type environnient r is a finite function from variables to types. The typingjudgement r I-e : A meaning e has type A in type environment I' is defined in the obvious way. For example, the rule for C a s e is:
(r,zi : A, I -ei : C),E{o,l) t e : A. + AI r t-S (zo.eo) (zl.el) e : C Definition 2.1 Equality between terms in environment I?, denoted r t --= -: A, is the least (typed) congruence generated by the following rules (omitting types to improve readability):
We will refer to this equational theory as BiCCC. The key categorical axiom (Coprod) is dual to (SP) and guarantees uniqueness of the co-pairing arrow out of a coproduct. BiCCC entails all the usual commutative conversions for sums, [GLT89] It is easy to see that up to BiCCC equality this does not depend on the choice of the witnessing term er and on the order of the guards.
Neutral constrained environments
Like Dougherty and Subrahmanyam [DS95] and Fiore and Simpson [FS99] we need to supply our type environments with constraints. These will be the objects of a category of constrained environments N , where the morphisms will be injective renamings. The constraints are of the form s = ~i ( z i ) and express which branch a certain guard s takes. This is the idea behind our Grothendieck topology on N : a "covering" expresses case-splitting. This use of Grothendieck topologies is closely related to [FS99] where they were used for proving a definability result for a language with coproducts. If A extends r and 9 extends Z then the inclusion (T : dom(I7) + dom(4) defines a morphism from A I ! & to r I E which we call aprojection.
We are interested in studying equality of terms relative to a neutral constrained environment. The following definition is due to [DS95] . Given two terms r t el : C and r t-e2 : C we write r 12 k e l = e2 : C to mean that in the theory BiCCC for all appropriate I" and dl Here z m u s t be chosen such that the terms Ci" [ei] are type correct and I ? ' is obtained from r by removing the variables mentioned in E and possibly adding-any extra free variables occurring in the dummy terms d. Remark 4.3 Note that ordinary type environments have no constraints but it follows immediately from the above definition that rl0 t el = e2 implies r t-el = e2.
Sheaves over environments
We consider the functor category 2 'Ef SetsNoP of presheaves and natural transformations between them. We recall the following definitions of the structure o f h f . A tiatiirul trurisfiirriintiori from presheaf F to presheaf G is given by a family g r l z of maps 
F i l s x Gq: ( F + G ' ) q z = F r l~+ G ' r~s
However, as we mentioned in the introduction, we are not able to obtain normal forms by inverting this presheaf interpretation. Instead we shall consider the interpretation of terms in the category of sheaves over a certain topology, and show that this can be inverted.
Recall that the basis of a Grotheridieck topdog)* is a collection of basic coverings, satisfying the axioms of identity, transitivity, and stability [MM92, p. 
if F, G are sheaves the coproduct F + G is in gen-
eral not a shea$ but u( F + G ) is the coproduct of F and G in the subcategory of sheaves.
i f u , v : F -+ G and F , G are sheaves then the
We write I' 1 B FNF t : A to mean that I' FNF t : A a.nd, moreover, none of the neutral terms mentioned in Z is contained in Guards(t). Intuitively, this is because no case split is ever needed for a guard whose value is already known through the environment. Note that there is no need to define I' I E J-NE t : A and I' I J-PNF t :
A, since all guards inside neutral and pure normal terms include variables bound by A's. Hence the constraints in Z cannot affect t. If t E N F r I a(-4) then NF,(t) is defined by first replacing each free variable x in t by a (~) and then plugging in all the constraints mentioncd in Z by repeatedly performing the following atomic restriction operation (an analogous operation appears in Ghani's thesis [Gh95a] under the name "first and second residue").
Definition54
Let t E N F ( C ) q a and r FNE s : where Cnf computes a normal form to be defined below. Note that we cannot simply replace Cnf by C because the set of guards can become empty upon plugging in a constraint, new redundancies may be created, and the variable conditions may be violated. We de- 
Inverting the interpretation function
We will now define natural transformations 
(ii) For all s E NE(A)r I
We can extend R to type environments by letting ( u l , . . , ,a,)RFIE ( f l , . . . , f , ) i f f a i R r A x E f~f o r I < i 5 n, where r = z1 : A l , . . . x , : A,. kimilarly, we can extend q and U to type environments as well. This yields a decision procedure since equality of normal forms is decidable. (Note that when writing the algorithm we represent the finite set of guards as a list or a tree, so that normal forms are only unique up to the ordering of the guards.) Furthermore, the interpretation in S h ( N ) as well as the definition of q, U are clearly algorithmic. In fact, the whole development can be formalised in extensional Martin-Lof type theory using standard methods for formalizing category theory in Martin-Lof type theory. This would be one way of demonstrating explicitly that all functions we construct by abstract mathematical means are computable. 
